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Abstract 
Photonic Doppler Velocimetry (PDV) is a heterodyne laser interferometric technique for computing the velocities of free surfaces moving 
up to tens of kilometers per second. This information can be used to infer material properties such as equation of state and phase 
transitions, many of which are unknown even for common materials like steel. Broadly speaking, the methods of computing velocity from 
the voltages measured on an oscilloscope are either local or global in time, either frequency-based or phase-based, and formulated either 
statistically or deterministically. It is important to understand how velocities extracted using the different classes of methods relate to each 
other and how the results relate to measurements from independent diagnostics. In this work we present computed surface velocities of a 
flat plate of stainless steel impacted by a projectile traveling approximately 4 km/s from a light gas gun, using several different extraction 
methods, and we benchmark the results of the different PDV analyses against high-speed video captured at 5 million frames per second 
with a hybrid framing-video camera. The different extraction methods all show the same large-scale structures in the computed velocity 
profiles–and they agree with the high-speed video at the appropriate time scale–but they each show different small-scale features. We 
discuss the nature of these features, including descriptions of the numerical artifacts that one would expect with each of the different 
analysis techniques applied. Descriptions of the methods are provided, with a focus on the Local Polynomial Approximation method, and 
its uncertainty quantification, developed by the authors. 
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1. Introduction 
Photonic Doppler Velocimetry (PDV) is a kind of Michelson interferometer [1, 2] used in dynamic material experiments 
[3] to measure free surface velocities up to tens of kilometers per second. PDV works by a laser emitting light with 
frequency f0 along an optical fiber to a probe, with some of the light being diverted directly to an optical detector. The probe 
focuses the light onto the surface of interest and captures the Doppler-shifted light that is reflected back. The shifted light 
with frequency fd is mixed with the original light at the detector, and an optical detector converts the light with beat 
frequency f0-fd to a voltage measured by a digitizer. The measured data is the voltage trace from the digitizer, and the beat 
frequency must be computed from the data. The multiplexed version of PDV [4] is capable of capturing the data from 
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multiple probes on a single digitizer, making it a significant improvement over the original configuration. 
The mathematical model for the measured voltage trace y(t) is  
                                                    y(t) =  A(t)sin(ϕ(t)) + η, (1) 
                                                   A(t) = A0 + A1(t-tc), (2) 
                                                   ϕ(t) = φ0 + φ1(t-tc)+ φ2(t- -tc)2, (3) 
for constants A0, A1, φ0, φ1, and φ2, and the goal is to compute ϕ(t). If A1=0, this model implies the assumption that the beat 
frequency at the detector is changing in time linearly, whereas the further assumption φ2=0 implies that the beat frequency 
is constant in time. This model results in a nonlinear inverse problem for the signal beat frequency–which is proportional to 
the surface velocity–that is straightforward to frame but for which there are many different approaches to solving. 
The model in Eq. (1-3) is not appropriate for all time in nearly any experiment, so it is common to analyze a “windowed” 
version of the signal, which is equivalent to the assumptions above being approximately true over the time duration of the 
window used. The most common window is a Hamming window, but some methods require windows with infinite support, 
like Gaussian windows. The frequency spectrogram is computed by taking the short-time Fourier transform of the 
windowed signal at selected points (often subsampled to less than 1/100 of the original record length). Different methods for 
computing the velocity use the spectrogram for different purposes, but the different methods take approaches that diverge 
from each other after the spectrogram is calculated. There is no universal agreement on which method, or class of methods, 
gives the best results, and there has been significant work to develop these techniques over the last few years [5, 6], 
including a new class of methods that focus on statistically motivated formulations designed to compute both ϕ(t) and 
estimates of the uncertainties associated with ϕ(t) [7, 8, 9]. 
In Section 2, we present the basic details of some of the most common methods for PDV analysis, as well as two 
relatively new techniques that were developed to associate statistically justified error bars with the velocities computed. We 
characterize the differences among the extraction methods, and we apply each method to voltage traces measured in ballistic 
impact experiments with stainless steel. A light gas gun propels a Lexan projectile at approximately 4 km/s, and the 
backside of the surface of the steel deforms at several hundred meters per second. Since a comparison of techniques 
addresses the question of whether the techniques give the same answer, it is also important to benchmark the results against 
independent diagnostics in order to address whether that answer should actually be believed [10]. Thus, in Section 3, we 
detail the fielding of a high-speed hybrid framing-video camera that can capture images at 200 ns temporal resolution and 
30 Pm spatial resolution. We present the results of velocity and displacement calculations of the deforming steel surface as 
computed with the presented PDV analysis techniques and the video data. 
2. PDV Analysis Techniques 
The different techniques developed for analyzing PDV data are all approaches to extracting ϕ(t) from y(t). They can be 
categorized by several dichotomies: local vs. global in time, frequency-based vs. phase-based, and deterministically vs. 
statistically motivated. In this work we are primarily interested in the distinction between deterministic and statistical 
methods, though the other distinctions are also important, as, for example, frequency-based methods tend to be deterministic 
and are difficult to frame in a way that leads to meaningful uncertainty quantification.  
 
Fig. 1. The first step in each velocity extraction technique is to compute the spectrogram of the data and define a region of interest around the frequency 
trace (shown in black). The vertical axis is often denoted “velocity,” but it is actually just an initial approximation based on an approximate beat frequency. 
Regardless of the category of technique, the first step in virtually all PDV analysis methods is to window the voltage 
trace and compute a spectrogram using the short-time Fourier transform of the windowed signal, then the user defines a 
region of interest (ROI) in the spectrogram. Fig. 1 shows part of a spectrogram computed from a PDV voltage trace (from 
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the experiment described in Section 3), with red corresponding to strong signal and yellow to weak. Thus the red and yellow 
speckles in the upper right corner reflect the noise inherent in the measurement system, whereas the red curve that rises then 
decreases corresponds to the movement of the surface being studied. The red “line” along the bottom of the image 
corresponds to a baseline frequency added to the signal to upshift so that zero movement of the surface corresponds to a 
beat frequency greater than 0. (Note that this allows for negative velocities, since the baseline signal is not at the bottom of 
the spectrogram.) This upshifting also leads to frequency multiplexing, allowing several different probes to be measured on 
the same digitizer. The black polygonal region in Fig. 1 is the user-defined ROI delineating the region of the spectrogram 
that is to be analyzed. 
 
2.1. Deterministic Methods 
As noted above, one can make the simplifying assumption that the surface velocity is locally constant, in which case the 
most straightforward method for computing the signal frequency is to choose the frequency at which the absolute value of 
the Fourier transform of the windowed signal is maximized. An extension of this is the interpolated fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) [5], which introduces a diffusion to smooth the results. This approach is local in time, frequency-based, and 
deterministic, and it is among the most commonly used methods for PDV analysis. 
Another deterministic approach is the Gaussian fit method. In this technique, a Gaussian window is used, making it 
global in time, and the absolute value of the Fourier transform of the windowed signal (at each discrete time t0) has an 
approximately Gaussian form [11]. The maximum of the Gaussian fit to the spectrogram for t=t0 is taken to be the frequency 
for t0. The benefit to this approach is the ability to recover the acceleration magnitude and sign. This approach is not 
statistically motivated, though there have been efforts to estimate uncertainty in the frequency estimate using the standard 
deviations of the Gaussian functions involved. 
 
2.2. Statistical Methods 
More recently there have been efforts to develop methods for computing surface velocities from PDV voltage traces that 
are statistically motivated in order to associate theoretically justified error bars with the velocity estimates. Here we describe 
two such approaches that provide phase and amplitude estimates. Both methods use the same phase noise model, given by  
 x(t) = a(t)cos[ω0t + ϕs(t) + ϕn(t)] + n(t), (4) 
where k corresponds to time, x(t) is the signal recorded on the oscilloscope, a(t) is the amplitude of the signal, ω0 is the 
baseline angular frequency, ϕs(t) is the change in phase of the signal due to the target displacement, ϕn(t) is the random 
variation in the phase caused by imperfections in the system oscillators, and n(t) is the additive oscilloscope noise.  
Statistics-based Spline Fitting (SBSF) is an approach that performs a global weighted-least squares fit to the phase data 
via a cubic spline function, where the model for the phase estimate at time t is 
 ϕ(t) = ω0t + ϕn(t) + constant. (5) 
The degree of smoothness of the spline is determined by the distance between the knots of the spline function, which act 
as anchor points in time between which the function is a cubic polynomial and at which there are two continuous 
derivatives. The distance between knots is adjusted to provide a good trade-off between bias and random error.  
The Local Polynomial Fitting (LPA) method is an extension of the SBSF method. Most generally, it fits a polynomial to 
the phase estimates from SBSF and evaluates the polynomial or its derivative at the center of the interval to obtain 
displacement or velocity, respectively [12, 13]. The width of the interval is allowed to vary at each point in time depending 
on the data, chosen to simultaneously minimize both the bias and the random error, and a larger interval provides more 
smoothing to the reconstruction. Estimates of both sources of error are computed for each interval and can be plotted 
alongside the displacement or velocity profiles. A generalized version of the Peano Kernel Theorem [14] was developed to 
provide these useful formulas for error estimation within LPA.   
More specifically, we begin with the phase model in Eq. (5) where we fit a straight line to the phase estimates from 
SBSF, and the residuals are used to estimate ϕn(t). In quantifying uncertainty, we are especially interested in the phase noise 
because it often dominates the additive noise contribution [9] in Eq. (4), and it also affects the bias error calculation. For 
example, for one of the experiments described in Section 3, the log ratio of the phase noise to scope noise for a particular 
probe is plotted in Figure 2. This demonstrates that the phase noise often contributes more noise to the data than the scope 
noise does, thus it is not insignificant and needs to be taken into account in modeling uncertainties.  
By assuming the phase noise to be a stationary random process, which is common in optical and electrical oscillator 
applications, we use the power spectral density to describe how the power of the signal is distributed over the frequencies. 
We estimate the power spectral density by applying Welch’s method to ϕn(t) [15]. Welch’s method begins by multiplying 
the phase estimates by a sequence of overlapping windows, for which the squared absolute value of the Fourier transform 
for each window is calculated and averaged for all the windows. The windows are shifted over by one half the length of the 
previous window, but the window length is allowed to vary in time, which is done manually. Many windows are needed for 
good accuracy, but good frequency resolution requires long windows. In the absence of a long data set, we record ten 
independent signals on the digitizer without a moving target and average the results to estimate the power spectral density.  
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Fig. 2. Plotted is the natural log of the ratio of phase noise to scope noise. Above zero indicates the signal at that time is dominated by phase noise. 
A great benefit of the two statistical methods discussed above is the accompanying error bars with velocity estimates. 
Fig. 3 shows an extracted velocity trace (for a PDV probe from the experiment described in Section 3) and its corresponding 
error bars for both the LPA and SBSF methods, where we have zoomed in at particular features in the trace. Fig. 3 (a) 
compares the two extractions and error bars at “breakout”, the initial time of movement of the free surface. At initial 
movement, LPA indicates a faster increase in velocity than SBSF over the time period of about .4 microseconds and has 
larger error bars before the two meet up and generally agree on the velocity. At the peak velocity for this PDV trace, SBSF 
has wider error bars than LPA, but, elsewhere, the error bar widths are about the same. In Fig. 3 (b), we zoom in as the 
velocity is fluctuating in the neighborhood of zero. Here, the LPA error bars tend to be wider than SBSF, and the LPA error 
bars encompass the SBSF velocity extraction, and error bars, the majority of the time. It is common to see LPA providing 
larger error bars upon velocity extraction than SBSF due to its incorporation of error due to phase noise.  
 
(a)                   (b)  
Fig. 3. A comparison of velocity extraction and accompanying error bars near breakout (a) and when the object returns to near zero velocity (b) for both 
LPA and SBSF methods on a PDV data set from the experiment described in Section 3. 
2.3. Method Comparison 
To visualize the differences between the velocity extraction methods, we compare the four extractions for two different 
PDV probes in Fig. 4 from the experiment described in Section 3. Both images address the differences between the methods 
near the breakout time, because the velocity profile at this time gives important information about material properties, such 
as phase changes taking place. Both the interpolated FFT and Gaussian fit extractions indicate an earlier breakout time than 
the SBSF and LPA extractions. This is expected, because these methods assume a single frequency within a windowed 
signal and are easily influenced by a change in frequency within the windowed signal before the object begins movement. 
Both Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show that the interpolated FFT and Gaussian fit velocity profile reconstructions have many sharp 
features while the SBSF and LPA reconstructions are smooth. 
3. Benchmarking PDV with High-speed Video 
While it is important to compare different methods of computing velocity and displacement from measured voltages, it is 
also important to benchmark those results against independent diagnostics in dynamic experiments. One such study has  
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(a)  (b)  
Fig. 4. A comparison of the velocities at breakout for one of the probes in the A36 steel experiment, extracted from a PDV signal using the four methods 
described (a) and one of the probes in a similar experiment with HY100 steel (b). 
 
compared PDV to the velocity interferometer system for any reflector (VISAR) in plate-impact experiments [16], while here 
we compare PDV to high-speed video. The University of Nevada Las Vegas has a light gas gun laboratory where they study 
material properties under high-velocity ballistic impacts, and an experimental campaign was fielded to study the phase 
properties of A36, HY100, and 304L stainless steel when impacted by Lexan projectiles (.375 caliber). Photonic Doppler 
Velocimetry was fielded as the primary diagnostic, and high-speed video at high spatial resolution was fielded to compare 
to the results of the PDV analysis. Fig. 5 (a) shows the “bulge” of one such HY100 steel plate after impact, along with a 
drawing of the configuration of PDV probes, and Fig. 5 (b) shows the high-speed video camera set up outside the impact 
chamber. The remainder of this section gives the fielding details for the diagnostics, as well as the results of the camera-
PDV comparison for two experiments, one with HY100 steel and the other with A36 steel. 
 
(a)      (b)  
Fig. 5. (a) The bulge of a HY100 steel plate after being impacted by a projectile from the UNLV light gas gun. The black dots indicate the focused location 
of the PDV probes for the experiment. (b) The high-speed video camera set up outside the impact chamber, looking through a glass portal. The barrel of the 
gun is in the upper right corner of the image. 
3.1. Experimental Setup 
The primary diagnostic was a 32-probe multiplexed PDV array whose probes look orthogonally at the target plate to 
capture data as the bulge formed in time. The projectile does not impact at the exact same location on each shot, so the 4x8 
probe array is centered to the point on the plate where the impact is expected, a location with a radial uncertainty of 
approximately 3 mm. The data was collected at 20 picosecond intervals on a single oscilloscope, with 8 probes being 
captured on each scope channel due to mutliplexing. 
A Kirana hybrid framing-video camera manufactured by Scientific Imaging was fielded as a benchmark for the PDV 
system. The Kirana generates 180 frames with 100 ns exposure and 200 ns interframe spacing. A block diagram of the 
camera setup is shown in Fig. 6. In order to light the back of the bulge as it starts forming due to the impact, two 99.9% 
reflective mirrors were set at 45°, one with respect to the metal target plate and the other with respect to that mirror, which 
then partially faced the 9-inch porthole window. On the outside of the porthole, there was another 45° mirror that reflected 
light from a flash lamp into the chamber, and, in between the mirror and the flash lamp, lay an iris and a set of collimating 
lenses. The camera views the formation of the bulge in the steel plate through a glass porthole as a shadow of the 
backlighting, and it is aligned so that the predicted location of the bulge will occur in the middle of the camera’s field of 
view. A laptop running the camera software recorded the frames, and the camera and flash lamp were both triggered by a 
DG-535, which received an initial trigger pulse from the disruption of an optical beam break residing in the drift tube (gun 
barrel). The DG delay was altered according to the predicted velocity of the shot based on averages from previous shots  
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the high-speed video setup fielded on the UNLV light gas gun. (b) The grayscale shown is the magnitude of the spatial gradient of one 
frame in high-speed video, with brighter indicating higher gradient. In red is shown the points of maximum gradient in each row of pixels. 
with similar parameters such as projectile caliber and pressure. 
4. Results 
We present the analysis technique for the high-speed video and show results from two different experiments. The first 
step in processing the high-speed video is to normalize each frame against intensity fluctuations caused by the CCD itself. 
Once that is done, the leading edge of the deforming surface is extracted from each frame. Denote the video sequence by 
I(x,y,t)–where x and y are the spatial coordinates and t is the temporal–then, for each fixed t0 we compute 
x*t0 (y)= argmaxx ||I(x, y, t0 ) ||. (6) 
The function x*t0 (y) is fit to a cubic spline, denoted St0 (y), which is taken as the extracted surface for that frame.  
Set dy0 (t)= (St (y0 ), y0 ), which gives the position of the deforming bulge in pixel row y0 as a function of time. Since the 
values of dy0 are computed for each frame independently, smoothing in time is required, so 
 (7) 
where g (t)  is a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation σ, is taken to be the time series describing the displacement of the 
bulge in row y0 of the image sequence. Then vy0 (t)= d 'y0 (t), where the derivative is computed numerically using centered 
differences.  
For an HY100 experiment, Fig. 7 shows four frames from the video of the leading edge of the plate bulge with the 
computed camera and PDV (LPA in this case) displacements overlaid. The red crosses show the points where the PDV 
probes are aimed at the surface. Displacement computed from the top probe agrees very well with the position computed 
from the camera, but there are visible discrepancies between the camera and PDV for the other probes. Nonetheless, the 
overall agreement is quite good.  
Fig. 8(a)-(b) show the computed bulge displacement at rows in the camera’s field of view that corresponds to lines of 
sight of two PDV probes for an HY100 steel plate experiment. The projectile had 0.375 in. diameter, and it was propelled at 
approximately 3.94 km/s. The location corresponding to plot (a) is at row 105 and the location corresponding to plot (b) is at 
row 470 in the camera data (see Fig. 7). The PDV analysis methods all give the velocity of the surface, whereas the camera 
data is a direct measure of displacement. Thus we differentiate the camera data to get velocity and integrate the velocities 
from the PDV analyses to get displacements. Fig. 8 shows that the displacements computed from each of the PDV analysis 
methods and the camera all agree extremely well. The video begins too late to pick up the initial breakout, but from the 
point the video begins, it shows the same displacement as the PDV extraction methods until it ends, which is before the end 
of the PDV record. Note that the PDV extractions begin to diverge from each other near the end of record.  
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Fig. 7. Four still images from the high-speed video camera with the PDV (LPA, red) and camera (blue) displacements overlaid. The first image is taken 
immediately after the surface has broken out, with the three remaining images, from left to right, taken at 5 μs, 10 μs, and 13 μs after initial movement. The 
red x’s correspond to the locations of PDV probes focused on the surface. 
(a)    (b)  
(c)    (d)  
Fig. 8. Plots (a) and (b) show the surface displacement for two of the PDV probes compared to the extracted camera displacement at the location of the 
PDV probes. Plots (c) and (d) are the respective extracted velocity plots for those two PDV probes. These results are from the HY100 steel plate 
experiment. 
The velocity plots in Fig. 8 (c)-(d) would seem to tell a different story, as the PDV analysis techniques no longer agree as 
well as they appear to for displacement, and the camera-computed velocities are significantly different from the PDV-
computed velocities. Because of the late start of the camera, the peak velocity of the surface cannot be computed, and, due 
to the much coarser time resolution, the camera does not capture all of the structures that PDV traces show. It is remarkable 
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that the displacement calculations agree as well as they do, given the differences in velocity.  
Results from an impact experiment on an A36 steel plate are given in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Four video frames of the bulge 
are shown in Fig. 9 with the computed camera (blue) and PDV  (red) displacements overlaid, where the crosses indicate the  
 
 
Fig. 9. The four still images from the high-speed video camera taken during an HY100 experiment. The first image indicates the location of the plate as 
extracted from the camera (blue line) and as integrated from the calculated SBSF velocities of the PDV probes (red x’s). The three remaining images, from 
left to right, are at 10 μs, 20 μs, and 33 μs after initial movement. 
(a)    (b)  
(c)    (d)  
Fig. 10. Plots (a) and (b) show integrated velocity, or displacement, for two of the PDV probes compared to the extracted camera displacement at the 
location of the PDV probes. Plots (c) and (d) are the respective extracted velocity plots for those two PDV probes. These results are from the A36 steel 
plate experiment. 
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location at which the PDV probes are aimed. This projectile also had a 0.375 in. diameter, but it was propelled a bit slower 
than previously, at approximately 3.24 km/s. Fig. 10 shows the computed bulge displacement and velocities at rows in the 
camera’s field of view that correspond to lines of sight of two of the PDV probes. The location corresponding to plots (a) 
and (c) is at row 408 and the location corresponding to plots (b) and (d) is at row 589 in the camera data of Fig. 9. For this 
experiment, the velocities for the PDV and camera appear to agree much better than for the previous, but the displacements 
in (a) show significant disagreement, at least for the probe at row 408 (figure (a)), of several hundred microns difference 
between the final displacement computed from the camera and that computed from the PDV. The camera and PDV 
calculations agree quite well for both the displacement and velocity for the probe in row 589 (figures (b) and (d)). 
5. Conclusions 
Photonic Doppler Velocimetry is a technique used to measure the beat frequency of a free surface moving up to tens of 
kilometers per second. Methods for computing velocity from the measured voltage fall into two categories of interest here: 
deterministic and statistical. Four velocity profile reconstruction techniques are compared here, two of which were 
developed by some of the authors. The shortcomings of the deterministic methods include the fundamental flaw of 
indicating movement earlier in time than observed. The two statistical methods include error estimates but can occasionally 
display Gibbs' phenomena before and after large changes in velocity. 
Velocity information is useful for understanding equation of state and phase transitions of materials. Here we performed 
high impact experiments, where stainless steel plates were impacted by Lexan bullets, propelled at up to 4 km/s by a light 
gas gun. The backside of the target was monitored for deformation using PDV and was benchmarked with a high-speed, 
hybrid framing-video camera. With respect to the large-scale features, the velocity determined by the camera provides a 
similar profile to that of the computed velocities from PDV measurements; however, both PDV and camera indicate 
different small-scale features in the velocity profiles. Displacement comparisons between camera and PDV show much 
more agreement, especially when the camera is able to capture initial movement. 
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